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Not in our backyard: Clemson 
residents, council object to Duke Being
Energy's plans to build power plant IGE 
black at 
Katie McCarthy that he reached out to the should be much higher than 
News Editor university, who directed what we've apparently had." 
him to Campus Utilities Arnold added that ALK ClemsonDuke Energy Director Tony Putnam. he hasn't "seen any sort 
Carolinas has proposed Putnam gave him some of document that either 
the construction of a additional information Duke or Clemson has that 
$50.8 million power plant about the plant as well as addresses what sort of siting 
on Clemson University's contact information for requirements they used 
campus, and some local Duke Energy. beside this is where they Part one of a series commemorating the one 
residents are upset. Arnold, along with wanted to put it." year anniversary of the Sikes Sit-In. 
The 16-megawatt residents Peter Hyatt and Resident Tanya Hyatt, 
power plant, which would Spencer Bryan, met with whose husband, Peter, met 
burn natural gas and Duke Energy officials on with officials, said she is 
"Being a black student at Clemson isinclude two 75-foot-tall Friday, March 31. That's concerned about the power 
challenging at times. There are moments_.emission stacks, is proposed when they found out about plant's effects on the water 
when I feel like my blackness isolates meto be built on the east side the plant's site, which is supply and the noise it 
from my peers and disconnects me from _of the university's campus. approximately 100 feet will generate. 
the university overall. Despite this, thereThe site is close to from their residences. "[There are also] are people at Clemson who have shown
residences on Roslyn Drive Arnold said he is children with autism, and empathy for my struggle even though
and Vineyard Road and is concerned about the having a power plant is it's one they've never experienced. Those 
behind the National Guard siting process and the going to be noisy," Hyatt people lessen the emotional load of being
Armory on U.S. 76. potential impact on said. "Duke Energy said black at Clemson and I'm grateful for 
Residents said they adjacent wetlands. that they have run sound them." 
were unaware of plans "Putting that facility tests and that there will 
to build the power plant so close to a residential area some noise, but webe - Kaisha Young, junior 
a reallyuntil two weeks ago, when just doesn't match what don't know because communication studies major 
resident Curtis Arnold normal siting for a power they're not telling us." 
stumbled upon an article plant or any industrial Close to 30 residents, 
about the plant in the facility would normally including seven children, Courtesy of Kaisha Young 
Charlotte Business Journal. be," he said. "The proof also voiced their concerns 
Arnold told The Tiger of standard and so forth See PLANT on A2 
"For me, being black at Clemson is almost 
a feat by itself. I feel like there's a lot of
Downtown parking remains a sore challenges facing black people, or black 
Clemson students, here. I feel like being 
black at Clemson means that people arespot in Clemson 
expecting you to be perfect and make sure 
that you're living up to you getting into 
Annabel Zane a.m. and 5 p.m. - are held by unattractive massive Clemson. Like, if you're black, you're not 
Contributor by downtown merchants. student housing." supposed to get into Clemson. 
Community members are Blondeau said that 
The off-campus quick to take advantage _of there is "high anxiety I feel like ... there's a sense of pride in 
housing boom in this service, leading to a about what's going to being black at Clemson because there 
downtown Clemson has long and stagnant waitlist. happen in the fall," but are not a lot of us here. But for me, being 
created new living space, As for downtown that he anticipates students black at Clemson is just like me being a 
but has also worsened shoppers, parking spaces· will leave their cars parked. Clemson student. I came here to succeed. 
parking frustration among range between one and The developments' I came here t o build relationsh ips, to build 
Katie McCarthy//News Editor connections, to become part of somethingcommunity members. two hours along College close proximity to campus 
Avenue, whereas metered causes much less of greater than Clemson.Developments, 
including the Campus parking has a four hour a need for using cars and I think ... being black at Clemson is unique but it also has a lot of 
View Apartments, have limit. The main concern causing traffic. Parking is challenges. In regards to the Sikes Sit-In, I feel as though there are 
already increased downtown from the retailers is a definite issue within the a lot of things that go on on-campus that are not really spoken 
activity, and new projects that there isn't enough Clemson community, but about and that comes with knowing the privilege of having the 
such as 114 Earle, which convenient parking for "it's not disproportionate ability to avoid certain conversations ... A lot of times that means 
will open in the fall, will customers, which may be to what other municipalities that you have to have these conversations because it's always 
only add to the rush. driving them away. are struggling with," he said. ,dir~W y and indirectly affecting everything that we do, everywhere 
Assistant Director Connie Mckee, the Blondeau and others we.lo, everyone that we talk to has some type of impact. And it's 
City Administrator Andy manager of Greek Gallery, are working to evaluate unfortunate that a lot of the controversy comes with being black at 
Blondeau said that parking said, "I have a designated ex1stmg parking assets Clemson. But if it doesn't happen, then how will it be solved?" 
has always been a key parking space, so it doesn't to make sure they are getting 
issue downtown. really affect me, [but] an the most efficiency out - Cambridge Gamble, junior 
elementary education majorCrowded development hour isn't a lot of time if of them, as well as 
has made it a sore spot you're shopping or going "designing parking programs 
for some. In response, to eat." and ordinances to best 
the city is "rewriting the Other plans include serve the community." Share your thoughts with us on Twitter using #TigerTa/ks. We'll 
entire parking ordinance" the institution of better Studies are being share your thoughts on social media throughout the week. 
in order to help alleviate signage, to help direct done on Clemson area 
some parking issues, drivers to where unused transit, looking into 
said Blondeau. parking is, aiding in different options such 
He said the new plans the elimination of as busing to reduce 
call for the removal of unnecessary confusion. traffic downtown. PHOTO OF THE WEEK
all coin operated meters Also, the City Council He said, "As long 
from the downtown has leased 40 new spaces as we have the housing 
parking deck. They will in the Earle Street developing m the urban #TheTigerThroUJback
be replaced by a multi­ development, effective core, it will allow us to 
space meter system like this fall. minimize congestion." 
the one currently used on From the perspective Although Clemson 
Clemson's campus. _of many community University parking is 
This should be much members, these new completely separate from 
more convenient because developments are not only Clemson city parking, 
drivers will no longer need causing congestion, but frustration still persists. 
to carry around change in also transforming Clemson Freshman biological The Tiger,1 
order to pay for parking. in some negative ways. sciences major Daina 
Blondeau also said the An online petition, Chase said, "I dislike that 
city will reduce confusion "Enact a Moratorium on parking 1s a mile away 
about parking by moving Clemson Construction from our dorms and that Clemson Univem1!y, ClemsQl1, Sou1h CarolinaVolume 86, Jssuo 8 
leased spots from the Now!" had been signed there's barely enough 
middle level to the top by 309 people as of spots ... people park in 1.5 rnillion received Stalker arre 
of the parking deck. April 6. It calls for a two­ the grass and still errick announces of ex-girlfri
Currently Clemson's year legal moratorium "on get ticketed." 
downtown parking garage the rezoning, application Many have become ederal grant for CU- ~,;,,,rgS,h"""bo"'' '''"'" slaffurltn 
has a bottom level of processing, permitting and discouraged from not St,Jlwlfri-County project
metered parking, a middle construction of new high­ knowing where they are ~r !U~~ 11w l'fltd iuclf. 
"fl i;ll Ck1;1><1J() fof1>H1" :kl yC<;l,"i, '1ml llk<Ut ~j(h dlf Mn:t.~1 i, hrinpw 
level of leased spots, and density housing within or are not allowed to tn- fJn1tM Sfdrlr._r !h~ ;~ ""'' ,)l" :1 \t-nt.\tifr.Nlrt('f1fn•t m!ml, frigh!~n:s ~ t niry»nt, 
t11r\f\lallt ,rr1i:t ftlilor -i.•ll1>{H \Hlh (!!.'ffl~()ll ~ fut roo~t. Jt'5 llirlr WOP1 ni!µlt­
then another level of certain areas of the city." park on campus due to 1:,'11;.:r."'-~man l:lcrrkk~~ml.'d I.ht mAfe, ltut dbl'f, ll1)1,o,Jt e\'t't ~ 
lJ.111"( llf!a" pJWw,.... Clrnl~<m l '1:1- irir.i flrr p;J!f•ITJh for the r1.1ua m ~(\· tstlit'\f' !t 1)Uld b;qJJll,h \6 
metered parking on top. Reasons for issuing the miscommunication between tn ;1ml fn ()'luaJ} fHhtu~f lht fNkr.U ;IJlflMpriattoll\ pttXt\.i 
~ 
1~r,1?
tf,1. t,~ik :.mnthtl ~•r. Ill ill~{ ~,I~! Wtd, for oo~ (:wmt."On ,wdent. the 
The problem, he said, petition include working the university and students. ttio!'l Mo,1<l..t1· 1fo• r;;,ltrottf~'«>ffring('('ill~rwil! Jt!_ghto\alV ~-ll.,~iy ·la\:t
1it· I\\1, fw1,!11timh \\I. rP 1()-jnni ht'!p pr!' ,flt r11~1:11r 1he m111pe!i· to relieve strains on the Strides are being made ti\'\' cJjtt> Ill 11111<>•'1 fliJll,iis that many drivers just 'a1k1' :lll f ;tetit1g ,\Nlliml ~l L p.m.t pq _tt:-
< 11:<'p
see the leased spots and turn community's resources and to fix issues presented by w11n• Jo;htr p1r· SJiPMt.d t0 a~J~w 11 -ini !nd.11$­
t Jkr i ll>eJl)tmMI />J)'nmelllnimpi,tHit'.'i.-the quality of community members, Oer 
I back around, not aware improving •::.m 
f) 
n(~ ~w_ ~rci , nn ~Wta:tt ilM:1 lU?WM u 
1nax (ft:.I !I.' 1f1-tl-<: '1ht"""'· IOl'J' foun\l, 11l-1<tt-01dthat there is a another level life for Clemson residents. as Blondeau said, "[by] -~uh iood ,.,,.,ua,.,......,.11;,,,...""111' 
l.\''';l"t:5, Yl'I.! ,n;OUUIOC t"'u10tlf--,l!t·Iof available parking. Comments on the making the most of what 
11'1\l.\1 !lftt\'"6t llli:nl ~•"S •ilhl!ct 
The majority of the petition include, "My town we've got, trying to manage !lMifi',1'$ l,O H~t«fl(<. 'tfOO ffl'.t}llJl1'lO 
lt:M\' lri'rt, :· t ilf: '•~d , s.
leased spots - which offer is no longer the charming the growth in a sustainable 
come and go access Monday place it use to be!" and, way to decrease congestion The Tiger's front page on Oct. 16, 1992 featured a story about a Oemson student who was 
through Friday between 8 "Downtown is being ruined and plan for the future." being stalked by an ex-boyfriend. 
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Top three things you need to know this week 
Officials to test Oconee 
Nuclear Station sirens 
The public alen notification sirens around the Oconee Nuclear 
Station will be tested on Wednesday, April 12 at approximately 
11:50 a.m. 
The 65 sirens, all located within IO miles ofthe Oconee Nuclear 
Station, will be tested for three minutes to ensure each siren works 
properly. This test is performed once each quaner in cooperation 
with emergency officials in Oconee and Pickens counties. 
In an emergency, sirens are sounded as a signal for residents to 
rune to a local radio or 1V station that would cany an emergency 
alen message. Ifsirens are heard and residents are unsure ifit is a test 
or an emergency, they should tune to their local radio or 1V station. 
For more information about the public alen notification sirens, 
residents can refer to information available on duke-energy.com. 
Clemson Give Day 
donations top $2 million 
The second annual Give Day was more than twice as 
successful as last year's. 
Donors gave $2,062,864 to support scholarships, 
teaching and facilities during the 24-hour Give Day 2017 that 
began the morning ofApril 6. Last year, 3,082 donors gave 
$907,603. Gifts this year came from 3,142 donors. Fifty-one 
percent gave online; others donated at campus locations and 
by phone. 
"We are so grateful to everyone who demonstrated their 
Clemson spirit by participating in Give Day,'' Vice President 
for Development and Alumni Relations Brian O'Rourke 
said. "Their gifts will make a difference for Clemson today, 
tomorrow and forever." 
Courtesy of Tanya Hyatt 
Lauren Hyatt, 12, creates a poster for the Open House. Her family's property backs up to the proposed power plant site. 
PLANTfrom Al for health and safety to leave out the community, provide electricity to the 
during city council's impacts, environmental and we are pleased to help city and campus, would be 
meeting on Monday, April and wetland damages, address any questions ... located adjacent to the site. 
3. During the meeting, property value diminution at our community open Duke Energy does not 
Mayor J.C. Cook told and increased noise, light house on the topic," need approval from the S.C. 
residents that the ciry pollution and traffic" as Mosier said. "Working PSC to build the power 
didn't learn about the plans reasons to oppose the plan in close partnership with plant because it is smaller 
until earlier that day. and that "Duke Energy Clemson University, than 75 megawatts and 
Cook told The Tiger representatives knowingly we will absolutely be therefore does not qualify 
that a citizen sent him an omitted to share plans for keeping the community as a "major utility facility." 
email about the power the size and siting of the apprised of our progress The company did, however, 
plant on the afternoon of Power Plant." going forward." ask the commission to 
Monday, April 3 and that Cook added that the The open house will approve the steam contract 
he initially misunderstood city council isn't opposed be held on Monday, April without notice or a hearing 
what the email meant. to the power plant, but 10 at 7 p.m. at Clemson in its application filed on 
"I thought the person its location. Presbyterian Church. Feb. 21. 
was talking about what they "We understand when Plans for the power The commission voted 
[Duke Energy] had said you need to upgrade your plant have been in the unanimously to deny Duke 
earlier about upgrading the infrastructure to take care works for a while. During Energy's request for waiver 
substation and upgrading of people because the city its April 2016 meeting, the of notice and hold in 
their lines," Cook said. has to do the same thing Clemson University Board abeyance, or temporarily 
Cook said that Duke with water and [sewage] and ofTrustees approved leasing put on hold, its request for 
Energy came to city everything else," Cook said. approximately 1.35 acres approval without hearing 
council two months ago "Putting it right next to a to Duke Energy for the on March 8. 
about plans to upgrade single family neighborhood power plant. According to This gives anyone 
the substation and to me is not the best place minutes from the meeting, who opposes the project 
transmission lines. to put something like this." the motion to ap.prove the until April 17 to write 
"There was nothing City Attorney Mary leases was unanimous. the S.C. PSC and voice 
mentioned in that McCormac is also exploring "The CHP [combined his/her opinion. 
presentation about a new any legal options that the heat and power] plant At the time of 
power plant," he said. city may have. However, will allow Clemson to publication, 16 residents 
Cook said he emailed the city is limited in what repurpose its less-efficient have sent letters to 
a representative from it can do because the land fuel oil/ natural . gas steam the commission about 
Duke Energy asking about in question is university boilers for supplemental the project. 
the plant. property and not subject use only, reducing the The commission will 
"They replied to me to the city's zoning and release of greenhouse gases review those letters and 
that at the time they made planning rules. into the atmosphere," determine whether or not 
their presentation ... they "1 was just disappointed Clemson University to hold a public hearing. If 
had not made any kind of that they would do char spokesman John Couch the commission decides to 
contract. They were still in and not look for input from said. "The facility will help hold a hearing, it will occur 
negotiation with Clemson local residents and the local Clemson University meet at its offices in Columbia 
University about building government," Cook said. its environmental goals to and will be within the 
this power plant, so there Duke Energy become carbon neutral by following 30 days. 
was nothing concrete that spokesman Ryan Mosier 2030, as outlined in the Duke Energy has also 
they could report to us, said the company university's Sustainable proposed a 21-megawatt 
so they just didn't report submitted notice of the Energy Policy and natural gas project at 
anything to us ... other than project to local newspapers. Sustainability Action Plan." Duke University in 
telling us that they were in A document filed by Duke Duke Energy plans to Durham, North Carolina, 
negotiation and looking Energy to the S.C. Public use excess heat from the though talks on that project 
for a site." Service Commission (PSC) plant to produce steam, are currently on hold 
During its meeting on April 4 shows that a which it will sell to the after several student and 
last week, city council notice was placed in four university for heating faculty groups, as well as 
passed a resolution stating local newspapers between campus buildings. In local and state 
its opposition to the March 15-20. addition, a new electrical environmental groups, 
project, citing" ... potential "Our intent was never substation, which would objected to the plans. 
Community Open House discussion of proposed 
Duke Energy power plant 
Monday, April 10, 2017 at 7 p.m. 
Clemson Presbyterian Church Fellowship Hall 
346 Old Greenville Highway, Clemson, SC 
Learn more about the plans here: 
_http://tinyurl.com/n4tapxk 
World of Dances to be held 
this weekend 
The World of Dances will be held on April 15 from 5 :30 
p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in the Tillman Hall Auditorium. 
Tickets are $10 for students and $15 for non-students. 
Tickets will be sold on Library Bridge on April 12, 13 and 14. 
The door price will be $20 for non-students. Tickets include an 
Indian dinner. 
The event is a fundraiser for the Association for India's 
Development (AID), a "non-profit organization that supports 
a wide variety of social development projects, towards an 
improved life for the poor and underprivileged, in India," 
according to its website. 
Learn more about Clemson AID at http:/ /aid.people. 
demson.edu. 
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KIM MONTUORO // PHOTO EDITOR 
Sophomore Kelly Bryant (2) is one of the quarterbacks in contention for the starting job come fall. Bryant went 4-13 for 43 total yards on Satruday during Clemson's annual 
Orange and White Spring Game. 
Swinney, coaches looking/or starting quarterback 
to replace De~haun Watson 
L 
+ 
I 
Sophia Radebaugh 2015 and 2016. Tigers have a promising and played against Georgia safety at Jonesboro High accuracy and arm strength. 
Social Media Director In 2014, Watson began future ahead. Tech and Boston College. School, he completed Johnson's performance 
the start to his football So who's next in line? Bryant scored two rushing 161-267 passes for 2,039 junior and senior year of
The biggest obstacle career in full force. As Kelly Bryant leads the touchdowns at Miami and yards and 21 touchdowns high school reflects his
for Tiger football started the a freshman, he earned way as the first contender was a big reason the Tigers in 2015. He threw just abilities, as he had a total 
moment the clock hit 0:00 ACC Rookie of the Week for this posmon. Even had 416 yards on the ground four interceptions, leading of 56 touchdowns. Despite
in Tampa, in expectation of three times and became as a backup quarterback against the Hurricanes. his team to a 11-2 record these successes, he also
Deshaun Watson's decision first in school history in last season, Bryant put The stats speak volumes, and the quarterfinals of threw 12 interceptions both 
to enter the 2017 NFL passing efficiency and numbers on the board. He but he's not promised the state. his junior and senior year,
Draft three short months completion percentage by managed to be the team's the spot considering The biggest advantage which could be a red flag
after winning the National a freshman, first in school fifth-leading rusher, despite the competition. that Clemson had during for Clemson's offense. 
title. history in passing yards, playing in only eight Four-star recruit, the National Championship As spring practice
Deshaun Watson passing touchdowns and games. He had 156 rushing Zerrick Cooper, shows a game was Watson's ability to continues into the
stepped off the field as the total offense by a first-year yards.with two touchdowns lot of potential as a young throw perfect passes to big summer, the "Quarterback
most decorated player in freshman. and averaged 6.8 yards per player - even without targets - something that Battle" will maintain heat 
Clemson's history, throwing There are big shoes carry - the best on the throwing a collegiate pass. Hunter Johnson, five-star each player tirelessly
for over 10,000 yards, to fill for the quarterback team. He completed 3-4 Cooper was listed as the recruit out of Brownsburg, fighting to throw the first
scoring 206 touchdowns, position next season. There for 19 yards in his debut fourth best overall prospect Indiana has proven to be pass in the 2017 season on 
and obtaining prestigious may not be another Watson, against Wofford, ran three in Georgia and the ninth­ able to do. Sept. 2 vs. Kent State. 
awards such as the Davey but with Dabo Swinney's times for 1 7 yards in the best in the nation by ESPN. Johnson could help Who will it be?
O'Brien Award in both recruiting history, the Appalachian State contest Playing as quarterback and the Tigers quickly, with his 
SPRING GAME GIVES CLUES ABOUT FUTURE OF 
CLEMSON FOOTBALL 
Record crowd in Death Valley get inside look at 
potential startersfor upco1ning season 
Colin Halm 
Asst. Sports Editor 
A record 60,000 were 
reported in attendance for 
Clemson's Spring Game 
this past Saturday. It was a 
special day in April, not only 
because it was a glimpse into 
the progression of the new 
Tigers' players and recruits, 
but also because it featured 
the ring ceremony for the 
seniors at halftime. It was 
a nice last hurrah for the 
players headed to the NFL 
and a chance for them to 
give their love to the many 
Clemson fans. 
However, many people 
were interested in which 
quarterback would try 
to fill Deshaun Watson's 
incredibly large shoes next 
season. Four quarterbacks 
were on hand, two for 
orange and two for white. 
The two younger players, 
Zerrick Cooper and Hunter 
Johnson switched off on the 
White team while junior 
Kelly Bryant and redshirt 
sophomore Tucker Israel 
played for Orange. 
"If we played a game 
today, Kelly [Bryant] would 
be the guy," commented 
Swinney after the game. 
"But we don't play today. 
We play m September, 
and everything counts. I'm 
pleased with the spring all 
of them have had." 
It isn't a conclusive 
statement, but, it is a telling 
one. There is plenty of time 
left before Swinney and co. 
have to make a decision, but 
as of right now Kelly Bryant 
is in the lead. 
The game stats offer 
the same evaluation that 
Swinney gave which is to 
say that no one really stood 
out. Bryant, the de facto 
starter, went just 4-for-13 
passing with 42 yards, but 
he did pick up 47 yards 
on the ground. Bryant's 
inability to throw the ball 
is probably due to a torn 
tendon in his pinkie finger 
that he suffered on the first 
series of the game. 
Tucker Israel did quite 
well, and he was the only 
quarterback to not throw an 
interception. Israel almost 
did throw an interception, 
but it was dropped by safety 
Isaiah Simmons midway 
through the first quarter. 
Lost in the race for 
the new quarterback is the 
race for the new running 
back. Wayne Gallman was 
a large piece of Clemson's 
offense last year, but there 
are players on this roster 
capable of filling his role. 
Sophomore Tavien 
Feaster impressed with his 
breakaway speed and lateral 
playmaker's moves. He also 
featured well as a kick and 
punt returner, opening up 
the second quarter with a 
return that could have gone 
for 50 yards or more if not 
for him being pushed out 
of bounds around the 40. 
On the defensive side of 
the ball, Van Smith sparkled 
in his new transition to 
strong safety making big hits 
all over the field. A relative 
unknown, Lasamuel Davis 
was stellar in recording 
the game's first sack and 
providing a constant stream 
of pressure at the defensive 
end position. Though we 
might not see him much this 
year with incumbent players 
like Austin Bryant, Clelin 
Ferrell and Richard Yeargin 
already at the position. 
The defense doesn't 
have much to worry about 
as most of the important 
pieces will remain for at 
least one more year. The loss 
of Ben Boulware as both a 
leader and a playmaker for 
the Tigers' defense is going 
to be tough to fl!!, but both 
Trey Lamar and Rashaun 
Smith will have a chance to 
fill that role. 
The Tigers don't have 
any real games until Sept. 
2, but the competitions 
will rage on through the 
rest of spring and summer 
as Clemson gets ready to 
defend their national title. 
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Leasing Center: 383 College Ave 
Community: 386 College Ave 
■ 
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to love it here:
864.653.7444 
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!IJ!IJ AMERICAN CAMPUS COMMUNITIES @b,_ 
Rates/installments are subject to change, dates, fees, prite & amenities subject to change. Rates/installments do not represent a monthly rental amount (nod are not prorated), but rather 
the total base rent due for the lease term divided by the number of installments. In the event that your accommodation within the community is not ready for occupancy on 8/12/17, we will 
compensate you in the amount of $1,000 in the form of a gttt card. Early move-in dates excluded. To remain eligible for On-Time Move-in Guarantee resident must comply wilh all terms & 
I conditions of their lease agreement Limited time only. While supplies last See website for rule.s & regulations. Select floor plans only. See office for details. 
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AROU THE ACC: BASEBALL WEEK EIGHT 
Atlantic Div,ision Coastal Division 
"1(i ' ' .o Virginia tD1' PittNC State 
Virginia helped its cause in 
Pitt was swept by Virginia Louisvill~ Florida State 
~ 
North the ACC by sweeping PittNC State won its series and is sitting at a 6-8e • in a three-game series thisagainst Florida State. They Carolina conference record. They areweekend. They are now
The Cardinals won two ' The Seminoles dropped are now 6-8 in the ACC. North Carolina is still in the part of a tie for fourth place sitting in second place m 
out of three against W.lke another conference series lead in the Coastal division in the ACC Coastal.the Coastal division. 
Forest. After dropping game this weekend, this time and swept Boston College 
one, Louisville came back to , ~against NC State. Florida • NotreDame this weekend. Their offense 
win the last two and clinch State is now sitting at 7-7 in has been on fire the last Georgia 
the series. ACC play. Notre Dame swept the few games. 
Gr 
Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets 
Tech '¥7 Virginia 
The Yellow Jackets lost their this weekend to find TechDukeClemson themselves in the middle of second consecutive series by 'W,r Wake Forest II being swept by Notre Dame the ACC. The Hokies were swept byDuke and Miami are after losing to Clemson the Tigers this weekend.Oem.son swept its series Wake Forest took one playing in a series that last weekend. 
against Virginia Tech • Boston College Their bullpen proved to begame against the Cardinals. will extend to Monday 
too shallow to handle thethis weekend. The Tigers The Demon Deacons are evening. The Blue Devils .J MiamiBoston College got swept by offensive staff at Clemson.outscored the Hokies 26-7 in s1ttmg in fourth place will be trying to avoid the Miami clinched a seriesNorth Carolina. The Tar Heels Virginia Tech now hasthe series. Clem.son is now in the ACC with a 9-5 sweep, as they lost the first victory against Duke in ascored double-digit runs in all a sub-.500 record infirst in the ACC with a 12-2 conference record. two games. 7-0 shutout on Sunday. Thethree games against the Eagles. conference play. conference record. series concludes Monday. 
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To Cle1nson ad1ninistration: ,
'we are disheartened. •• 
An open letter on Clemson's LGBTQ+ community 
Jessie Bailey, PJ Price the LGBTQ+ community is 
President ofGUSAGA; simply another "student group" 
President ofClemson SPLC requesting space, reflecting 
a fundamental disconnect 
Dear Clemson University between administrators 
Administration, and LGBTQ+ students. By 
Earlier this semester, creating a permanent space 
President Clements responded for the LGBTQ+ community, 
to student concerns regarding the Clemson administration 
Clemson's efforts to support could help unite the Clemson 
the LGBTQ+ community by Family and operate according 
saying, "There's alway,s going to Clemson's core values of 
to be an issue that cotnes out, honesty, integrity and respect. 
I 
and another one riext week In 2006 the Campus 
and another one next week:' Pride Index ( CPI) score 
This dismissiveness was created by academics at 
contradicts the president's Campus Pride researching 
stated goal · in the the policies required to create 
ClemsonForward Strategic a safe learning environment 
Plan, a document outlining for members of the LGBTQ+ 
Clemson's mission to create community. Participating 
"an environment that is universities are scored on the 
diverse, respectful and extent to which they have 
inclusive." implemented these policies. 
In our work with Clemson's score of 1.5 stars 
administrators in our is the lowest among evety 
capacmes as presidents of reporting university in South 
Clemson's Sexuality and Carolina and of all reporting 
Gender Alliance (SAGA) peer institutions nationwide. 
and Southern Poverty Law For ten percent ofour nation's 
Center (SPLC) chapters, the population, this score assists 
President's first statement in determining whether 
reflects our experience they will face discrimination 
with the administration's and · harassment in college. 
attitude toward addressing For · this ~eason, Clemson's 
LGBTQ+ issues. ,shamefui CPI score dissuades 
·+ 
Entering his fo4td1 prospective LGBTQ+ 
year, President Clements has ,. students a11d faculty and' 
overseen the implementatip,q:, . .. quantifies the experiences of 
of only one substantial alullini a,nd current students. · 
policy, recommended by' a As a university seeking to 
commission his predecessor improve its 'national ranking, 
created, to address the "safety Clemson should pnormze 
and rights" of LGBTQ+ recruiting LGBTQ+ students 
students. Not implemented for two primaty reasons. First, 
is the commission's primary mounds of academic research 
recommendation: designating have found diverse classrooms 
the LGBTQ+ community promote empathy and critical 
permanent space on campus. thinking skills for all students. 
Administrators, as of April 4, Second, since they compose 
have informed us that there a substantial portion of our 
are no plans for this and that nation's population, a superb 
student body necessarily 
includes members of the 
LGBTQ+ community. 
Clemson's low CPI score 
and notorious indifference 
toward social inclusion has 
inhibited Clemson's ability 
to attract LGBTQ+ students. 
As President of SAGA, I 
have received emails from 
prospective students who 
saw Clemson's CPI score and 
expressed concerns about not 
fitting in, potentially being 
harassed and, in that case, 
not being protected by the 
I institution. While any student 
may have a negative experience, 
incoming LGBTQ+ and other 
underrepresented students 
enter campus with the deck 
stacked against them. This 
is particularly true for those 
. whose identities are visible, 
such as students of color 
or "stereotypically queer" 
students, who stick out against 
Clemson's homogeneity. 
In addition to deterring 
enrollment of prospective 
students, prospective faculty 
are repelled by Clemson's low 
CPI and President Clements's 
lack of meani~gful action to 
address concerns of diverse 
students. The president 
expressed intent in attracting 
faculty of color in a letter last 
spring; yet, diversity includes 
sexual orientation and gender, 
too. Prospective LGBTQ+ 
faculty have little reason to 
believe the administration 
would care about them. 
Deleterious impacts are 
not limited to discouraging 
prospective students and 
faculty from joining Clemson. 
Current students often feel 
isolated due to little targeted 
programming and few 
opportunities to network 
and build community. 
These students often leave 
disappointed and jaded with 
a university that was marketed 
to them as a family. 
In conversations with 
alumni, this has proved 
true. It's disproportionately 
common for LGBTQ+ 
alumni to express ambivalence 
or regret about their time at 
Clemson. In response to a queer 
Clemson student's account of 
verbal harassment on campus 
last fall, an alum wrote on 
social media, "I'm not sure 
what makes me sadder, that 
this is how you were treated, 
or that I'm not surprised." At 
a recent SpeakOUT panel we 
attended, one panelist and 
current student admitted, "If 
I had known I was bi before 
I got to Clemson, I'm not 
sure I still would've come." 
This cannot be characterized 
as a "sense of community 
and connectedness that 
defines the Clemson Family," 
as Clemson is depicted 
in the ClemsonForward 
Strategic Plan. 
Moving forward we, the 
comm1ss10n and Campus 
Pride, believe it's critical to 
allocate a permanent space 
on campus for LGBTQ+ 
students. Currently, SAGA 
meets bimonthly in different 
locations. Existing LGBTQ+ 
programs are run from the 
Gantt Center, which is too 
small for student groups 
to have designated space. 
No other institutionally­
recognized LGBTQ+ 
resources"exist on campus. 
A permanent space 
would foster community 
and collaboration that 
current meeting conditions 
and organization do not. 
LGBTQ+ students need 
more than SAGA can offer 
to develop their identity and 
feel welcome, particularly 
since some students prefer 
not to join SAGA. Offering 
a space on campus for 
queer students to study and 
converse between classes 
would not isolate them, but 
would foster community 
and decrease the tendency 
of queer students to resent 
a school which does not 
support them. 
As student leaders, 
we are disheartened by the 
disinterest reflected in the 
President's statement, and 
are unable to comprehend 
the comfort it indicates 
with the status quo: alumni 
regret their experience, 
current students are jaded 
and consider transferring 
and prospective students 
and faculty sometimes 
dismiss Clemson altogether. 
As of now, a united 
Clemson Family does 
not exist; it's divided, 
illusory or reserved for 
select individuals. 
This reality is not 
intractable. First and 
foremost, a permanent 
space must be allocated to 
the LGBTQ+ community. 
Furthermore, Clemson 
students, faculty and 
administrators must 
confront three facts: diversity 
and inclusivity are more than 
buzzwords; not experiencing 
a problem does not mean it 
is nonexistent and LGBTQ+ 
issues are bigger _than SAGI..:. 
We write this not filled with · 
animosity, but with a love for 
Clemson and the belief that 
it can become an example of 
inclusive excellence. 
I 
I 
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photo courtesy of WikimediaStory by: Wesley Skidmore, Contributor 
Millions waited audibly crumple paper and rhrough high school (and in feel free to venture further some might consider lyrical it is an impressive song and 
expectantly for the release of mumble an expletive. Then, some cases middle school) by into the album, but as far as obliteration. "King Kunta" gives a fantastic message. 
Kendrick Lamar's new album, as the song finishes, Kendrick releasing "good kid, m.A.A.d a succinct guide to Kendrick is fantastic for out-of-context "untitled 05 I 09.21.2014," 
which was promised to drop drops the tease, saying "y'all city" in 2012. This album, goes, it's time to move on. car listening as well as full starts with an equally jazzy 
April 7. Devastatingly, fans got 'ti! April 7 to get y'all although not his first, is a Now hold on to your album listeners. hook and uses the hook 
were left empty-handed by s**t together." good place to start for hesitant hats, ladies and gentlemen, If instead you listened to draw in listeners to a 
both a tease and a lie. No The disappointment new rap fans and Kendrick because Kendrick is about to to Kendrick's 2012 album story about alcoholism 
orher rap artist m recent remains justified. However, listeners alike. If your music get much more intense. The and were hoping for more and struggles with religion 
years has drawn so much for those who have yet to get taste remains on rhe top 40 beats and lighter lyrics of his mental stimulation, there's and government. 
attention with so little much of anything togerher, chart and tentatively ventures 2012 album don't necessarily also a clear path through his If you still remain 
music and so little self­ Kendrick has gifted anorher into Kanye or A$AP Rocky at carry over to his Grammy music. Look to "untitled 05 unconvinced that Kendrkk 
promotion. Releasing three full week to prepare. a pre-game, starting off wirh Award-winning album, "To I 09.21.2014" or "For Free has something to offer the 
massively popular albums in If you're new to "good kid, m.A.A.d city" is a Pimp a Butterfly." This track ?- Interlude." Although these rap world, I've got a surprise 
the past five years, Kendrick Kendrick, but still want to great idea. list proves to be increasingly tracks are from different for you. Listen to "The Heart 
Lamar's growrh into an get in on the hype, here's While listening straight political, while maintaining albums, they are grouped Part 4" and turn up the 
artist specializing in social what you should know through the album is strong commercial value. togerher because they are volume of your respective 
commentary is worthy about his music, lyrics and generally rhe best strategy, it If, after listening to parts of difficult to listen to, but listening device around 1 :39. 
of attention. politics: Lamar was born in also requires massive focus "good kid, m.A.A.d city," worth the effort. Present in Then, load up YouTube and 
On March 23, Kendrick California and started his for rhe 17-track collection. you liked the beats better, both is a jazzy undertone find the "HUMBLE." music 
used his song "The Heart music career, as all must, To start, pick eirher rhe don't fear rhat your love for that remains present in video. Listening for lyrics is 
Part 4" to foreshadow the by releasing a mixtape. His, album's namesake "m.A.A.d Kendrick has to stop here. many of Kendrick's songs. important, but the visual aids 
promised release of a new however, garnered enough city," or "Swimming Pools Look to songs like "untitled "For Free?" starts with jazz provided by this video really 
album. In the song, he attention to earn him a (Drank)." Borh have hooks 02 I 06.23.2014" from and then proceeds to launch encourage respect. It is full 
expresses how he is "rhe record label deal with Top intended for mass audiences "ttntitled unmastered." and into a woman listing off the of religious allusions such as 
greatest rapper alive" and Dawg Entertainment. After and beats that match more "King Kunta" or "i" from complaints she has about her Pentecostal heads on fire and 
how he is disquieted with rhe this, Kendrick went on to mainstream music. "To Pimp A Butterfly." Not current man ...Kendrick uses priest uniforms, as well as a 
way America continues to develop a great deal as a After a brief intended to diminish rheir this hook to introduce the reference to Grey Poupon, 
run its electoral cycle. rapper, winning numerous introduction, move on value, I group these into song's message: that he and which is a big deal for some 
At certain parts awards and signing with a to songs like "Backseat more mainstream tastes his life are not free (as you reason in the rapping world. 
throughout rhe progression bigger label: Aftermath and Freestyle" or "Poetic Justice." because they offer something could perhaps guess from the So, use this week to 
of the song, listeners can lnterscope Records. Both are more popular songs more interesting to those title). He uses a slam-poetry get yourself together before 
pick out parts where he After he gained some from the album and coax who remain unfamiliar with style of rap to run down the Kendrick's real album release 
repeatedly rewrites verses. traction, Kendrick nurtured listeners into a more explicit rap. This "something" is history of black oppression. and this guide to help in 
Kendrick will start a line, current students from college state of mind. Afterwards, outside the realm of what Regardless of your politics, future Lamar ventures. 
photo courtesy of Pixnio 
photo courtesy of Wikimedia 
Joseph Messier 
TimeOut Editor 
This Saturday, April 
15, Clemson will host the 
first annual Clemson Easter 
Egg Hunt. 
This massive hunt will 
be a campus-wide event, 
encompassing lite'rally 
everywhere you can travel 
on foot. There will be 
eggs hidden all over: from 
Tillman to Brooks, from 
Hendrix all the· way to 
Death Valley. 
The only thing that 
will be off limits is the 
inside of the buildings. To 
sum it up, if you have to go 
through a door to get where 
you're going, there will be 
no eggs there. There will be 
eggs inside of Death Valley, 
however. The gates will be 
open for prospective egg 
hunters to enter. 
In order to be able to 
participate in the egg hunt, 
hunters must register at the 
designated table outside 
of the Cooper Library 
before the start of the hunt, 
which begins at 11 a.m. 
I There is no entry fee, but 
hunters must bring their 
egg container to the table 
to make sure that it is egg 
hunt-approved. 
I To prepare for this 
Saturday event, hunters 
only need to be equipped
I 
I. 
with three things: good 
running shoes, carrying 
containers for their eggs, 
and a strong sense of rivalry. 
There will be over 100,000 
eggs hidden around 
campus, so there are plenty 
for everyone. However, you 
should be prepared to duke 
it out with other people in 
the race to get the best eggs. 
Although each hidden 
egg will be filled with 
either candy or chocolatey 
goodness, there are a few 
specialty eggs to look out 
for. The grand prize eggs, 
recognizable by their large 
size and either gold, silver 
or bronze color, will be 
hidden with the rest of 
the other eggs. The gold 
egg is obviously the most 
valuable, with the silver 
and then bronze egg 
following. If found, not 
only will the hunter get 
to keep the contents of 
the egg, but the egg will 
be able to be redeemed at 
the registration table for a 
special prize. Keep in mind 
that although these eggs 
will be hidden with the rest 
of the eggs, they will not be 
quite as easy to find. 
Also hidden with the 
other eggs will be multiple 
special eggs with orange 
and black tiger stripe 
patterns on them. These 
eggs supposedly have 
better-than-normal prizes 
inside, but that's not the 
best part. If you are able 
to collect five of these tiger 
eggs, you can turn them 
in to the registration desk 
for a solid chocolate Easter 
bunny. This perk also 
stacks. For example, if you 
are somehow miraculously 
able to find ten tiger 
eggs, you will get two 
chocolate bunnies. 
Surprisingly, after the 
event was organized last 
week, President Clements 
announced that he would 
be participating. After 
learning that he was going 
to be a part of the hunt The 
Tiger reached out to him 
for a quote. 
"I think this egg hunt 
is a wonderful way to bring 
the Clemson Family closer 
to each other," Clements 
said. "I suppose as sort of 
an incentive for all the 
young people to get out 
there on Saturday, I'll be 
hunting for my own eggs 
with Beth. I'm definitely 
going to be on the lookout 
for some striped tiger eggs. 
I hope everyone has fun 
and finds lots of eggs!" 
Ifyou haven't forgotten 
him yet, Dabo Swinney is 
most definitely going to be 
participating in this hunt. 
"Oh yeah, I think this 
hunt is going to be great for 
raising the Clemson spirit. 
After the huge crowd we 
had for the spring game, 
Clemson's already going to 
be· pumped for this. You'll . 
for sure catch me out there. 
i'm going bring a pillow 
case for my eggs. And I'm 
going to get that golden 
egg. You better not get in 
between me and that egg. If 
you do, you just best know 
that you're going to get 
bowled over. Good luck, 
and go Tigers!" 
' t 
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Pasatie111.pos 
I. April 9 marked the_ 
anniversary of the premiere of"Parks 
and Rec''. 
a. 8th 
b. 10th 
C. 12th 
2. What is the name ofthe song that 
Frank Ocean plans to release featuring 
Tyler the Creator and Jay Z? 
a. "Riding" 
b. "Cycling" 
c. "Biking" 
3. Pepsi recently came under 6re for 
an ad featuring which Kardashian/ 
Jenner? 
a. Kylie 
b. Kim 
c. Kendall 
Across 
1 - Contributes; 
5 - Currency unit in Nigeria; 
10 - It's a long story; 
14 - Cut calories; 
15 - Playful swimmer; 
16- French 101 verb; 
17 - Capital ofNorway; 
18 - Hindu teacher; 
19 - Jog; 
20 - Process of capitalizing; 
23 - Fencing move; 
24 - Camel's cousin; 
25 - _ by Starlight; 
28 - River to the Ubangi; 
30 - Feel concern; 
31 - Person who 
seeks an office; 
36 - Sheet music abbr.; 
37 - Shore; 
39- Prince Valiant's son; 
40-Woman 
who makes a will; 
42 - ... _ saw Elba; 
43-Wunp; 
44-Hosted; 
46 - Ready to hit; 
49 - "Bolero" composer; 
51 - Fate; 
56 - Hourglass filler; 
57 - Behind bars; 
58- Rind; 
60 - Pulitzer-
winning biographer Leon; 
61-Home --~ 
Culkin movie; 
62 - Highbrow; 
63 - Zaire's Mobutu 
_Seko; 
64 - Bar game; 
65 -Ages and ages; 
Down 
1 - Pother; 
2 - Kind ofjockey; 
3 - Oscar_ Renta; 
I 4 - Cork's cousin; 
5-Cosa_; 
6 - Fighting; 
7 - Pisa place; 
8 - Do followers; 
I 9 - Nev. neighbor; 
10 - Cololilied; 
I 
4. FOX show "Prison Break" returns 
to television. Which ofthe following 
llfl:ors stars as Michael? 
a. Rockmond Dunbar 
b. Wentworth Miller 
C. Dominic Purcell 
5. Alec Baldwin starred as Donald 
Trump and who in the most recent 
episode of"S.Nr'? 
a. Bill O'Reilly 
b. Glenn Beck 
c. Sean Spicer 
6. Don Rickles of"Toy Story" fame 
recently passed away. What character 
did he voice? 
a. Bullseye 
b. Mr. Potato Head 
C. Rex 
7. Which "Jersey Shore" star was 
recently hit with tax fraud charges? 
a. Mike 
b. Paulie 
c. Vmny 
8. Netflix series "13 Reasons Why" 
was based on a book written by which 
author? 
a. Jay Asher 
b. John Green 
c. Stephen Chbosky 
9. Which "Harry Potter" star will 
have his/her birthday on the 15th? 
a. Daniel Radcliffe 
b. Rupert Grint 
C. EmmaWatson 
10. Which queen wa.c eliminated '>D 
last week's "Ru Paul's DragRace"? 
a. Valentina 
b. Kimora 
C. Trinity 
11. Harry Styles' newest single is 
tided "Sign ofthe __." 
a. Beginning 
b. Era 
c. Times 
. The Tiger staffer; 
Be'katie McCarthy t. A 5. A 9. C 
News Editor . 2. C 6.B 10. B 
3. C 7. A 11. C 
4.B 8. A 
during Easter 
Finds the Easter bunny. 
Eats body weight in chocolate. 
Gets in fist light with little kid for 
easter egg. 
Spends the whole day dying easter 
eggs. 
Makes children cry by telling 
everyone the easter bunny isn't real. 
Gets lost looking for Easter eggs. 
Goes into food coma after easter 
lunch. 
Wins the egg toss contest. 
Loses the egg toss tragically (thanks 
Virgo). 
Eats a rotten egg. 
Rigs the "guess the number of jelly 
beans" jar. 
The only peeps they hang out with 
on Easter are made of marshmallow. 
CROSSWORD ......, - 2 -3--1-
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11 - Skylit lobbies; 
12 - Brush a horse; 
13 - Big name in insurance; 
21 - Proverb ending?; 
22-Kate&_; 
25 - Beat it!; 
26 - Shipping deduction; 
27 - Miscalculates; 
28 - Windows alternative; 
29 - Actor Byrnes; 
31 -Autos; 
32 - _ was saying...; 
3 3 - Bern's river; 
34 - Hammock holder; 
35 - Novelist Bagnold; 
37 - Panfiy, 
38 - "The XFiles" extras; 
41 - Silly talk; 
42 - Obscuration oflight; 
44-Dodges; 
45 - Got together; 
46 - Church areas; 
47 - Commerce; 
48 - Elaine's last name on 
"Seinfeld"; 
49 - Asperity; 
50 - Concerning; 
52 - Great quantity; 
53 - Currency unit in Western 
Samoa; 
54 - Vintner's prefix; 
55 - Noble gas; 
59 Barbell abbr.; 
Last week's 
crossword answers 
eventsHOROSCOPES: The signs as 
" 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20 - Feb. 19 
PISCES 
Feb. 20 - March 20 
__a ARIES 
March 21 - April 20 
~~TAURUS
t(.~1 April 21 - May 20 
'"GEMINI
ffti~) May21-June21 
Jl\\ 
n 1lt LEO~ '"1, r \... July 23 - Aug. 23 
+-i1 VIRGO
j[( Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 
ni LIBRA ..7\ Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
J) SAGITTARIUS 
(t~ Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 
-fa..~ CAPRICORNtW'Dec. 22 - Jan. 19 
N 
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N T 
H 0 
E W 
" E L 
57 
T 0 ., 
T 0.. 
A N 
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A M A S 
" P E R 0 
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H 
E S E T 
T M T E R E 
Horoscopes by: Joseph Messier, Nicole Clamp / The TimeOut Team 
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Monday4ne 
Event: Music Trivia Night 
Where:LeverBeach 
When: 7 pm -10 pm 
Why: Support your Favorite college 
radio station, test your music knowledge, 
and have a chance to win a gift card 
to Rainbow Records 
Wednesday 4A2 
Evenl: Blood Drive 
Where: CU Horse Shoe 
When: 9 am - 3 pm 
Why: Help WSBF give back to the 
community and save a liFe rn the process! 
• • •
Fr1day4A4 
Evenl: Riptide 
Where: SC Botanical Gardens 
(Rain tocatior1 Hendrix Ballrcoms A and B) 
When: 9:30 pm - Midnight 
Genre: Folk 
Who: Dear Blanca, Darby Wilcox, 
and Timothy Ezekiel Bell 
Tuesday4nl
Evenl: Percent Night 
Where: Cfemson Chipotte 
When: 5 pm - 9 pm 
Why: Don't Forget to say you are 
· with WSBF FM Clemson when ordering 
so we get a percentage oF the prohts! 
Thursday 4A3 
Evenl: Loud Barnes Gosh Darn 
Where: The Barnes Center 
When: 8 pm - Midnight 
Genre: Electronic 
Who: The Electric Sons, Contour, 
. and C0nvexity 
Saturday 4n5 
Event: Final Fin 
Where:TD's 
When: 7 pm - Midnight 
(under 21 must be in venue by 10pm) 
Genre: Pock n Pon 
Who: Stop Light Observations, 
Jackson Scott, Mybrother Mysister, 
andJaws the Girt 
I 
I 
I 
L 
., 
outa 
resurre on, 
" 
Chocolate bunnies, Peeps, egg hunts, that reluctant trip to church ... 
Is that what Easter is really all about? 
Don't miss out on the real story behind Easter. Jesus died for our sins and rose from the 
dead. Why? So we could be forgiven and reconciled to God on a personal level. And 
being reconciled, we can join J~sus in his mission of proclaiming good news to the poor 
and liberty to the captives, helping -the blind see, and setting the oppressed free. (Luke4:18) 
He offers us a new Iife-One with substance. 
Faculty Commons, a group of Christian faculty at Clemson, and the Fellowship of Christian Staff, invite 
you to experience the real Easter, the resurrection of Jesus Christ!! We invite you to talk to us about how 
Jesus Christ and the meaning of Easter have changed our lives. 
Dustin Albright Leigh Dodson Greg Mocko Windsor Sherrill 
School ofArchitecture College ofAgriculture, Forestry, Mechanical Engineering Public Health Sciences 
and Life Sciences Shannon Alford Heidi Montes Debbie Smith 
RPSP labs Cheryl Dye language - Spanish Teaching and learning 
Public Health Sciences Rod Andrew Jimmy Mullinax Eddie Smith + 
History Karen Edwards College of Business Communication 
Public Health Sciences AmyApon Annette Parker Mark Smotherman 
School of Computing Kimberly Finley Parks, Recreation and School of Computing 
College of Behavioral, Social Tourism ManagementRandy Apon Pam Stecker 
and Health Sciences Customer Relations and Veronica Parker Education and 
learning Tech Ashley Fisk School of Nursing Human Development 
EnglishDella Baker Sprowl 1im Parrott Melissa Sternhagen 
Extension Staff Development Bill Fisk Mathematical Sciences Civil Engineering . 
Education andAbel Bartley Harrison Pinckney Tequilla Stokes 
Human DevelopmentHistory Parks, Recreation and Parks, Recreation and 
Debra Franks Tourism Management Tourism ManagementAnnette Bassett 
College of EducationNational Dropout Kirby Player Mark Thies 
Prevention Center Debra Galinsky CAFLS Dean's Office Chemical and 
Psychology Biomolecular Engineering Gregory Batt Amy Pope 
Food, Nutrition, Jackie Gillespie Physics and Astronomy Shirler Timmons 
Packaging Science School of Nursing Schoo of NursingCharles Privette Ill 
Heather Batt Marianne Herr Glaser Agricultural Sciences Jackie Van Strien 
Food, Nutrition, Communication Biological Sciences Andrew Pyle
Packaging Science Kathleen Grant Communication Erica Walters 
Carl Baum Mechanical Engineering College of EducationPhilip Randall 
Electrical and Larry Grimes English · Joe Watkins 
Computer Engineering Mathematical Sciences General Engineering Sarah Reeves
Brennan Beck Rod Harrell Student Affairs Danny Weathers 
Office of Military and Electrical and MarketingBill ReidVeteran Engagement Computer Engineering Electrical and Sheri Webster
David Bodde Kevin James Computer Engineering School of Nursing
Automotive Engineering Mathematical Sciences Will Richardson Ann Wetsel
Bob Bowen Andrea Kesler Bioengineering School of Nursing
Materials Science Forestry and Environmental Jim Roberts Corey Whiteand Engineering Conservation Communication Sociology and
Alton Brant Laura Kinard AnthropologyMark Robertslanguage - ASL Graduate Admissions Chemical Engineering Sara White
Sean Brittain Ethan Kung Plant and EnvironmentalMarian RobinsonPhysics and Astronomy Mechanical Engineering ScienceCollege of Behavioral, Social 
Vernon Burton and Bioengineering and Health Sciences Ted Whitwell 
History Bob Latour CAFLS Dean's Office Rog RogersRegina Carroll Bioengineering Chemical and Biomolecular Joel Williams 
College of Behavioral, Social John Leininger Engineering Public Health Sciences 
and Health Sciences Graphic Communications Joe Ryan David Woodard
John Chastain Rick Lucas Education and Political Science 
Agricultural Sciences Parks, Recreation and Human Development 
Kay Cooksey Tourism Management Amy Sawyer
Food, Nutrition, Kristen Massa (anguage - French 
Packaging Science School of Nursing 
Kathleen Costello Sabrina McCall 
·Graduate School Parks, Recreation and 
Tommy Cousins Tourism Management 
Civil Engineering look for our stories at www.meettheprof.comRita McConnell 
Mary Alice Cromer Biological Sciences Research the true meaning of Easter for yourself­
Rhetorics, Communication, Read the book of John in the Bible and this article: Amanda Menefee 
and Information Design www.everystudent.com/features/faith.htmlGraphic Communications 
Bobbi Curry The departments are listed as a means to identify thePeter Messier 
Center for Research and Civil Engineering individual. It does not indicate departmental approval 
Collaborative Activities for this ad.Janis Miller
Rob Curry Management
Industrial Engineering 
http://bit.ly/cu-meetprof 
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